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Carbocations 

1.0 Introduction: 

All the cations which bear the positive charge on carbon atoms are called carbocation.  

Example: CH3
+
, C2H5

+
, (CH3)2CH

+
, (CH3)3C

+
etc. 

1.1 Generation of carbocation: The carbocations are generated in several ways. Some are 

as follows: 

(i) By direct ionization: 

                

 (ii) Addition of proton to alkenes: 

              

(iii) Addition of proton to carbonyl compounds. 

                          

(iv)  Addition of proton to alcohol followed by dehydration. 

                  

1.2 Structure of carbocation:  

 It is six electron species. 

 The carbon atom of carbocation is sp
2
 hybridized. 

 The three bonding orbital form thee sigma bond and one p orbital remain vacant. 

 This makes the carbon atom becomes electron deficient. 

  It bears a positive charge on vacant p orbital. 

 Geometry of carbocation is trigonal planar, having all the three sigma bonds in one plane.  

 The bond angle between all three sigma bonds is 120
0
.   
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                      Fig 1: Geometry of Carbocation 

  1.3 Classification of carbocation: 

  There are following types of carbocation. 

(i) Primary carbocation: A carbocation in which there is one carbon group attached to the 

carbon bearing the positive charge is known as primary carbocation. 

                          

                             

 

     

(ii) Secondary carbocation: A carbocation in which there are two carbons attached to the 

carbon bearing the positive charge is known as secondary carbocation.  

                       

 (iii) Tertiary carbocation: A tertiary carbocation is one in which there are three carbons attached 

to the carbon bearing the positive charge. 
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(iv) Allylic carbocation: If positive charge bearing the carbon atom is adjacent to a carbon-

carbon double bond, the carbocation is termed an allylic carbocation. The simplest case (all R 

=H) is called the allyl carbocation. 

                                                              

                                                         Allyl carbocation 

(v) Benzyl carbocation: If positive charge bearing carbon atom is adjacent to a benzene ring, the 

carbocation is termed a benzylic carbocation. The simplest case is called the benzyl carbocation. 

 

Benzylic carbocation     

(vi) Vinylic carbocation: If the positive charge bearing carbon atom is attached to adjacent to an 

alkene, the carbocation is termed a vinylic carbocation. The simplest case is called the vinyl 

carbocation.  

                                                                                                               

vinylic carbocation 

1.4 Carbocation Stability:  

Alkyl carbocation: 

The stability of carbocation depends on following factors: 

 Increasing the number of alkyl group on positive charge carbon atom:  

     Methyl (least stable carbocation) < primary < secondary < tertiary (most stable carbocation) 
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Explanation: The stability of above carbocations can be explained by hyperconjugation and 

inductive effect. According to hyperconjugative theory α electron of C-H bond can be delocalized 

with vacant p orbital of positive charge carbon atom. Number of hyperconjugative structures can 

be written. Each hyperconugative structure can have the same number of covalent bond as first 

structure. 
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Since the stability of above chemical species depends on the number of hyper hyperconjugative 

structures, thus tertiary (9 hyperconjugative structures) is more stable than secondary (6 

hyperconjugative structure) and secondary is more stable than the primary (3 hyperconjugative 

structures) than methyl (zero hyperconjugative structures) carbocation. 

The electron donating effect of alkyl group (+I effect) increases the electron density at the 

positive charge bearing carbon atom, reducing net charge on positive carbon. Thus there is partial 

neutralization of positive charge on carbon atom. Greater the neutralization of positive charge, 

greater the stability of molecules. 

 

 Adjacent pi bonds that allow the carbocation p-orbital to be part of a conjugated pi-system 

system (“delocalization through resonance”) 
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Aromatic Carbocation: The relative stabilities of aromatic carbocations are as follows: 

                    

Explanation: The relative stability of above aromatic carbocation on the basis of resonance 

theory. The pi bond of the benzene rings are conjugated with positive charge bearing carbon 

atom, due to resonance the positive charge is delocalized over the whole molecule instead of 

being concentrated on one atom. 

The nine resonating structure can be written for triphenymethyl carbocation. 

        

Diphenymethyl carbocation can also shows six resonating structures, while benzyl carbocation 

can shows three resonating structure. 
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Diphenylmethyl carbocation is less stable than the triphenylmethylmethyl carbocation because it 

has lower number of resonating structure than triphenylmethyl carbocation. Benzyl carbocations 

has less number of resonating than diphenylmethyl carbocation and triphenylmethylmethyl 

carbocation. 

The allyl carbocation has two resonating structure and both resonating form are equivalent. 

Because of this the allyl carbocation has similar stability to benzyl carbocation. 

 

  The vinylic carbocations is unstable than above mentioned carbocation because in vinylic 

carbocations, the positive charge is assigned to a sp hybridized carbon atom. A sp orbital has 

more s character than a sp2 orbital. The electrons in a s orbital are closer to the nucleus and 

therefore it is more tightly held than electrons in a p orbital. The electronegativity of carbon 

increases with increasing s character and thus sp carbon (most s character; most electronegative) 
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> sp2 > sp3 (least s character; least electronegative).The Electronegativity is a measure of 

electron attraction.  

 The stability of a cation is also influenced by the electronegativity of the atom bearing the 

positive charge. Increasing the electronegativity of the atom decreases the stability of cation. The 

vinylic carbocation carries the positive charge on a sp hybridized carbon, which is more 

electronegative than a sp2 hybridized carbon of an alkyl carbocation. Therefore a vinylic 

carbocation is less stable than an alkyl carbocation. 

The order of stability of all carbocation is as follows. 

 

 

Exercise: 

1. Give two methods for the generation of carbocation. 

2. Discuss the structure and stability of carbocations. 

3. Arrange the following with increasing the stability of carbocations and explain. 

 

Methyl carbocation, isopropyl carbocation, t-butyl carbocation, triphenylmethyl carbocation,  

diphenylmethyl carbocation, benzyl carbocation and allyl carbocation.  
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